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DHE TECH

Simple Arithmetic

Some of you fellows who complain that class elections do not always end in the election of the best qualified men might well put down your calculus books and listen to a little simple arithmetic. In the class elections on Tuesday only 35% of the Class of 64-45 voted; the Class of 2-46 was better, although only 50% voted; only 25% of the Class of 10-46 voted; and but 35% of the Class of 2-47 voted.

The lack of interest in the 10-46 elections is quite understandable, for the number of men running was the same as the number of positions to be filled. The low percentages of voters in the other classes are, however, appalling. It’s too late now to do anything about Tuesday’s elections, but it would be well to remember in the future that one of the most important factors which allow the rise to power of a self-interested clique is a disinterested electorate.

Sophomore "Honorary"

Yesterday one of the most obnoxious groups around the Institute attempted to justify its actions and its continued recognition as an activity in a report to the Institute Committee. The Quadrangle Club, so-called Sophomore honorary society, gave its long-awaited report.

At some time in the past the Q-Club accepted the responsibility of selling freshman ties and enforcing freshman rules. For this they were accorded recognition by the Institute Committee and were permitted to retain part of the profits from the sale of ties for their social program. In recent years the Q-Club has sadly neglected its duties. The group has sold the ties, pocketed its share of the profits, and then done nothing until its initiation beer party.

If the Quadrangle Club wishes to become nothing more than a Sophomore beer drinking society, all well and good, but the Institute Committee should not extend recognition or financial aid. In this case we feel that the Institute Committee should immediately withdraw its recognition and let the Q-Club go on its obnoxious way alone.